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Series objective: To reveal that from Genesis to Revelation 
God’s Big Story is that He wants to be with us, and He wants 
us to be with Him.  
 

Series goal: To help us become more cognizant of living the 
“with God” life. 
 

1 & 2 Chronicles provide a record of God’s 
_________________________ to His people. 

 

Faith is rewiring the human brain. Neurologically speaking, that’s 
what we do when we study Scripture. We are literally upgrading our 
minds by downloading the truth of God. 

 

Hindsight is always __________________. 
 

In 2 Chronicles 20, we discover how the nation of 
Israel and their King, Jehoshaphat, were confronted 
with an overwhelming and perilous situation, creating 
the potential for high anxiety, ____________ and panic.   

 

Fortunately, Jehoshaphat’s relationship 
with God prompted him to:  

 

* Seek God _________________________  
 

At the end of their lives, many will regret that  
they didn’t seek God more or seek God sooner. 

 
 

 

* ________________________ and pray 
 

Matthew 6:16a – (Jesus) “When you fast...” 
 

Fasting is the spiritual discipline which ______________ 
the physical in order to ________________ the spiritual.  

 

* Take God at His __________________ 
 

Divine interventions don’t happen because we aren’t  
willing to do something that seems illogical. 

 

The purest form of worship is praising God even when you don’t 
feel like it, because it proves that your worship isn’t circumstantial. 

 

Gratitude is thanking God after He does it.  
Faith is thanking God before He does it. 

 

This enabled Jehoshaphat to experience a 
miracle of _________________ proportions.  

 

Miracles often come disguised as insurmountable obstacles. 
 

Ephesians 3:20 - Now to him who is able to do immeasurably 
more than all we ask or imagine, according to his power that is at 
work within us… 

 

Are there battles you are fighting that  
really belong to ___________________?  

 

When presented with challenges, is seeking God 
your _________ thought or your _________ resort?  

 

Does prayer serve as your _____________________ 
or your ________________________? 

 

Do your behaviors and responses demonstrate 
that you _____________________________ God?  

 

It’s okay to talk to God about your problems, but at some  
point you need to talk to your problems about God. 

 

What area of your life do you have the most 
difficult time trusting God to do what He’s 
____________________________ He will do?  
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